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Laboratory Resolved Structure of Supercritical Perpendicular Shocks
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Supermagnetosonic perpendicular flows are magnetically driven by a large radius theta-pinch experiment. Fine spatial resolution and macroscopic coverage allow the full structure of the plasma-piston
coupling to be resolved in laboratory experiment for the first time. A moving ambipolar potential is
observed to reflect unmagnetized ions to twice the piston speed. Magnetized electrons balance the radial
potential via Hall currents and generate signature quadrupolar magnetic fields. Electron heating in the
reflected ion foot is adiabatic.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.145001

Collisionless shocks are ubiquitous astrophysical phenomena, appearing in diffuse plasmas wherever flows exceed
sonic and Alfvénic speeds. In the heliosphere, interplanetary shocks produce gradual solar energetic particle
events, and near the Earth the magnetospheric bow shock
helps determine our space weather [1,2]. Such heliospheric
shocks show wide variation in magnetosonic Mach number
(M MS ) and in magnetic field orientation, which leads to a
variety of dissipation mechanisms and complex kinetic
physics [3]. Above a critical Mach number, ion reflection
becomes a significant contributor to energy dissipation [4].
These reflected ions add a foot to the shock structure, which
affects electron heating and influences the overall energy
partition [5,6].
In recent years, laboratory experiments using laser
generated plasma have advanced our understanding of
collisionless shocks. Experiments have shown evidence
for counterstreaming instabilities and even first-order Fermi
acceleration [7–10]. Before high-powered lasers were
available, pulsed power experiments like the theta pinch
(θ pinch) made collisionless flows using magnetic pistons.
Many observations first made in θ pinches were later made
by spacecraft and simulations, including turbulent anomalous resistivity [11–13], specularly reflected ions [14,15],
and a critical Mach number for ion reflection [16,17].
However, their short duration (τexp ≤ ω−1
ci ) limited their
relevance to shock formation processes rather than steady
state dynamics [18]. Designed as thermonuclear experiments, θ pinches generally did not operate with plasma beta
(β ¼ 2μ0 nT=B2 ) above one and had limited diagnostic
access [19–21].
Compared to prior pinches, the Big Red Ball at the
Wisconsin Plasma Physics Laboratory can make measurements of high-β super-Alfvénic flows with unprecedented
detail at the microscale and simultaneous coverage of the
0031-9007=21=126(14)=145001(5)

mesoscale structure [22]. In this Letter, we present laboratory observations of weakly magnetized laminar flows in
a θ pinch with β ∼ 5 and M MS ∼ 3.6. These 2D measurements reveal previously unseen features such as Hall
magnetic fields, which are potentially important in
reforming quasiperpendicular shocks that are recently
observed to be modulated by strong Alfvénic perturbations
[23]. While the normalized system size (R ∼ ρi ), duration
(τexp ∼ ω−1
ci ), and turbulence levels are all vastly smaller
than in space environments, this experiment studies basic
dynamics in early shock development not easily investigated in situ by spacecraft. We make three observations
that are new or significantly advanced compared to prior
experimental work: First, we confirm that the initial
penetration speed of the magnetic piston is governed by
the reflected ion ram pressure and that these reflected ions
lead to upstream adiabatic electron heating. Next, we
identify quadrupolar out-of-plane magnetic fields generated by the reflected ion cross field current. Finally,
analysis of the two-fluid terms in Ohm’s law shows the
current layer dynamics are governed by electronmagnetohydrodynamics (MHD). These results show how,
absent anomalous resistivity, Hall physics alone couples
magnetic pistons to super-Alfvénic flows and begins shock
formation.
The experiment, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a large
radius plasma column with a weak axial magnetic mirror
field that is cylindrically compressed in a supermagnetosonic flow. An array of 18 washer guns (10 ms duration,
100 kW each [24]) produce plasma at the mirror throat,
which expands into the background field (jBz0 j < 0.5 mT,
mirror ratio ∼100). Midway through the discharge, four
internal toroidal coils generate a fast-rising aligned axial
field that compresses the plasma (pointing in the −ẑ
direction, rise time τ1=4 ∼ 70 μs) [25]. Measurements are
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FIG. 1. Experimental cross section. Blue shaded regions show
the coverage of the Langmuir probe (wedge) and magnetic probes
(rectangles). The red contour map qualitatively depicts the
density during θ-pinch compression, with blue dashes showing
selected magnetic field lines. The four drive coils can be seen at
R ¼ 92, Z ¼ 15, 40 cm. Washer guns on axis supply the
background plasma, which in the mirror configuration exhibits a
relatively flat initial radial density profile.

made with a 5 MHz 16-tip Langmuir probe and linear
arrays of 10 MHz three-axis B_ coils, with resolution limited
by their temporal resolution as the plasma flows past. For
100 km=s flows, they have spatial resolution of 2 and 1 cm,
respectively. Both probes are jogged radially between

shots, while stationary reference probes (labeled “axial”
and “radial”) align probe signals by measuring shot-to-shot
variations. Subsequent experiments with toroidally spaced
magnetic probes confirm good cylindrical symmetry.
The time dynamics of the implosion as reconstructed
from over 200 shots are shown for a radial slice in Fig. 2.
Between 10 and 16 μs, the current layer peak (dashed line)
has an inward velocity of vl ¼ 65 km=s, given by its slope.
The dotted line with slope 2vl aligns with the leading
density and temperature features. These two lines partition
the experiment into four regions, which we define as the
upstream, foot, current layer, and downstream, shown in the
colored regions in Fig. 3. The layer and foot have MMS of
3.6 and 7.2, respectively. Table I lists measurements and
estimates of important scale lengths at the starred locations.
While within the frame of the layer the mean free path for
the upstream ions is large, within their own rest frame these
ions are cold and collisional; this may damp turbulence
within the layer.
The strong electric potential jump across the moving
current layer reflects ions. The green line in Fig. 3 shows
the steep rise in plasma potential at the layer. Ion reflection
occurs as a result of the potential moving: in the layer
reference frame moving at speed −vl , incoming ions are
reflected if their kinetic energy K i is less than the jump in
potential ΔΦp across the layer. If ΔΦp ≥ 1=2mi v2l ¼ K i ,
then in the lab frame stationary ions experience a velocity

FIG. 2. Magnetic and Langmuir probe measurements of radially imploding θ pinch. This slice is taken at z ¼ 0.05 m, parallel to the
“radial probe” in Fig. 1. The black dashed line is a linear fit to the peak of the toroidal current layer, with the dotted lines plotted for
convenience at twice the speed. Note that the dotted lines border the earliest rise in density and temperature, and that the “reflection”
through the axis aligns with an increase in Bz . Values from the starred locations are listed in Table I, and data along the line at t ¼ 12 μs
are shown in Fig. 3. The radial electric field Er ¼ −∇r V p is strongest along the current layer, as seen in Fig. 3. The drop in potential after
12 μs is a result of boundary conditions and electron heating in the foot, but does not affect Er in the layer.
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FIG. 3. R profile at z ¼ 0.05 m, t ¼ 12 μs showing ne , T e , and
V p from Langmuir measurements and J ϕ and Bz from magnetic
measurements. Error bars show total error, not shot-to-shot
uncertainty, which is small. The four colored areas left to right
show the upstream, foot, layer, and downstream regions.
The dashed red line is an adiabatic heating model,
T e ¼ T e0 ðne =n0 Þγ−1 , for γ ¼ 2. The factor σ ≡ ω2ce =ðν2e þ ω2ce Þ
is an experimental parameter that accounts for collisional slowing
[26]. The dashed magenta line estimates the sum current of the
electron and ion E × B ϕ̂ drifts, which is zero in MHD. Within
error, the measured toroidal current is the sum of the E × B ϕ̂ and
electron diamagnetic drifts.

change of −2vl . Figure 4(a) shows the measured linear
relationship between the jump in plasma potential and the
convected ion kinetic energy K i for a variety of gases and
drive voltages.
The experiment exhibits substantial ion reflection that
regulates the speed of the piston. We use a 1D pressure
balance model to estimate both the layer speed and the
reflected ion fraction α,
B2u
B2
þ ð1 þ αÞρ0 v2l þ Pu ¼ d þ Pd ;
2μ0
2μ0

where subscripts u and d refer to the upstream and
downstream [27,28]. The total particle inventory below
the layer is constant, suggesting that within measurement
error α is one. Using values from Table I (and with ρ0 at the
layer location, r ¼ 0.5 m, where n0 ¼ 1.0 × 1018 m−3 ),
Eq. (1) predicts a speed of 60  9 km=s, in agreement
with the measured 65  5 km=s. Alternatively, solving
Eq. (1) for α predicts α ¼ 0.66  0.33. Regardless if α
is 0.66 or 1.0, Eq. (1) is dominated by the ram pressure term
(95% of the lhs) and the downstream magnetic pressure
(75% of the rhs). The nearly constant speed is due to the
initial radial density gradient conveniently balancing the
increasing strength of the magnetic piston, which grows
from 4.0 to 6.0 mT from 10–16 μs.
An out-of-plane quadrupolar magnetic field is observed
moving ahead of the layer in Fig. 5. The unmagnetized
reflected ions (ρi ∼ 2 m) freely cross the weak upstream
field lines while the electrons (ρe ∼ 1 cm) cannot. To
preserve quasineutrality, electrons from the current layer
stream out to the wings of the experiment, cross field lines
at some magnetic null, and then flow back to join the
reflected ions. The red and blue arrows indicate the
direction of these flows, which agree with the toroidal
field polarity at ðr; zÞ ¼ ð0.6; −0.8Þ m and quadrupolar
character. Further scans in the axial direction reveal parallel
electric fields localized to the density and temperature
gradients at the edges of the foot near z ¼ 0.4 m. The net

ð1Þ

TABLE I. Electron temperature, electron density, axial magnetic field, and important scale lengths at the four points in Fig. 2.
Ion Larmor radii (ρi ) and mean free paths (λiMFP ¼ vi =νi ) are
approximated using vi ¼ ð2T e =mi Þ1=2 , 2vl , vl , and vl , respectively. The electrons are always magnetized but collisional on
experimental timescales, with ωce > νe > τ−1
exp . In contrast, the
reflected ions in the foot and layer are unmagnetized and
collisionless, with Rexp < ρi < λiMFP .

T e eV
ne 1018 =m3
Bz mT
λeMFP cm
ρe ¼ vthe =ωce cm
λiMFP cm
ρi ¼ vi =ωci cm
di ¼ c=ωpi cm

Upstream

Foot

Layer

Downstream

2.0
1.6
0.45
5.1
1.1
7
45
18

5.0
6.1
0.68
8.4
1.3
> 103
220
9.2

8.0
8.6
2.5
15
0.4
160
31
7.8

6.7
3.0
4.8
30
0.2
460
15
13

FIG. 4. (a) Plasma potential jump ΔΦp vs convected ion kinetic
energy K i ¼ 1=2mi v2l showing a 1∶1 relationship. ΔΦp was
measured a distance of di =2 on either side of the layer peak with
both emissive and Langmuir probes. (b) Current layer thickness
against βe in the current layer for a variety of drive strengths in
H2 . As the magnetic piston becomes larger, the relative βe
decreases, leading to weaker ∇B drifts and a thinner current layer.
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FIG. 5. Profile of toroidal magnetic field with arrows indicating
direction of electron and ion flows. The red lobe at ðz; rÞ ¼
ð−0.8; 0.5Þ m implies current in the clockwise direction, consistent with an electron flow needed to maintain ∇ · J ¼ 0. The
peak of the toroidal current layer is near the base of the red
arrows. The axial density gradient from plasma injection at the
þẑ north pole skews the quadrupole slightly to the south.

current is a result of electrons being trapped locally by the
excess reflected ion charge, not by electric fields along the
entire blue path.
Electron heating in the foot is strongly correlated with
the density, suggesting adiabatic heating. The dashed red
line in Fig. 3 models T e ∝ nγ−1
e , with γ ≃ 2 characteristic of
magnetized electrons. In the layer, the adiabatic model
overpredicts the electron temperature, likely because of
increased thermal losses to the wall cusp. This foot region
adiabatic heating is consistent with the parallel electric
fields observed along the axial density gradient, which
preserve quasineutrality by confining the heated electrons.
The toroidal current layer dynamics are explained by an
electron-MHD model. The generalized Ohm’s law neglecting electron inertia can be written
E þ v × B ¼ ηJ þ

J × B ∇ · Pe
−
:
ene
ene

ð2Þ

Assuming Spitzer resistivity ηs, the resistive term is everywhere small (Eϕ > 100ηs J ϕ ) and can be neglected.
Examining the radial components of Eq. (2), the relative
contributions of the J × B and ∇Pe terms can be estimated
from electron E × B and diamagnetic drifts, as shown in
Fig. 3. The E × B drift is largest and can provide all of the
necessary current, but as the ions become magnetized in the
sub-Alfvénic downstream the separate E × B drifts cancel
any net current. The diamagnetic drift reverses direction at
the pressure peak, first opposing and then reinforcing the
E × B drift. This reduces the peak current density and
widens the layer. Since v∇Pe ∝ T e⊥ =B2 ∝ βe =ne , as βe
decreases the total electron drift weakens and the current
layer should thin. We observe this in Fig. 4(b) and expect it
is generally true in laminar high-β supercritical flows.
With these observations, the θ-pinch dynamics can be
explained as follows. The applied axial magnetic field
induces via Faraday’s law a toroidal electric field,

beginning a radially inward E × B electron drift. The
resultant charge separation produces a radial electric field
that drives a second E × B electron drift in the toroidal
direction. This toroidal current is not limited by the weak
resistivity and grows until the applied field is canceled. On
ion inertial timescales, the radial electric field accelerates
ions, moving the current layer inward at a speed governed
by the reflected ion ram pressure ð1 þ αÞρv2l . Magnetized
electrons move globally to preserve quasineutrality, leading
to adiabatic electron heating in the foot. These hot electrons
reduce the toroidal current density, broadening the layer
beyond the one di expected for the T e ¼ 0 case. Finally, the
on-axis rise in Bz at 14 μs is from a toroidal current of
reflected ions, as suggested by the dotted line in Fig. 2. The
Lorentz force on the reflected ions gently deflects their
radial velocity (ρi ∼ 2 m). Modeling of ion trajectories
confirms most are deflected in the −ϕ̂ direction producing a
substantial toroidal current.
In summary, we observe the interior and large-scale
structure of a laminar super-Alfvénic θ-pinch piston. The
short timescale precludes ion gyration back to the layer, and
so the enhanced ion reflection is not forbidden by RankineHugoniot considerations [4]. Any instability growth should
be strongly damped by the electron collisionality, which is
large compared to the inverse layer crossing time
νe ≥ 20ðdi =vl Þ−1 . Furthermore, the relatively weak drifts
of this experiment (ve ≤ cs ) are insufficient for the thin
electron skin depth scale turbulent dissipation layers seen in
prior pinches where ve ≫ 10cs [12,19]. Without ion
gyration or turbulent dissipation, the large ion reflection
α ¼ 66%–100% exceeds the 10%–25% commonly
observed in space [29,30]. Future measurements up to
the electron plasma frequency will provide better estimates
of the levels of turbulence present.
The Hall physics mechanism presented here may apply
during the shock reformation process, especially when
turbulence is weak or if ion reflection is high. This, and the
curved experimental geometry, makes it relevant to rippled
perpendicular shocks, which were first predicted in simulations [31] and recently measured by spacecraft [23,32].
As multispacecraft missions become more comprehensive,
quadrupolar magnetic fields similar to this experiment may
be useful for identifying nearby enhancements or focusing
of reflected ions.
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